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Coin counting / Sorting Machine
2 Currencies - simultaneous processing
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efficient

reliable
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Functions

perfect technology for global coin processing

Operator friendly due to the simplest handling of the machine












worldwide unique GBS-Multi Coin Sensor System
forced guidance of coins via transport chain
faultless handling of damaged coins
exactly sorting of coins via solenoid
without mechanical adjustment of sorting device
automatic Stop in case of a machine failure, error message is displayed
automatic Stop after reject of 15 coins consecutively
up to 99 teller memories
successive counting and sorting of two diff. currencies up to 9 denominations each
simultaneous counting and sorting of two diff. currencies up to 9 denominations each
simplest maintenance by machines operator

Technical Details
we solve your problems













Stop -function by pieces or weight of coins
handling of coins or/and tokens simultaneous
7 parameters of coin inspection per denomination
Self learn mode
Counting / sorting speed: approx. 500 coins / minute
possible handling of coins: the diameter of the biggest coin must be smaller as
the sum of two diameters of the smallest coin
Thickness: 1,2mm - 3,2mm
2 line LC-Display, 24 digits / line
Capacity of the coin hopper: approx. 1000 coins mixed
Capacity of coin containers: approx. 1000 coins mixed
Standard Colour: RAL 9002 powder coated
Steel sheet casing, 2mm wall thickness

Options





flexible tubes to large collection containers for each denomination
bag holders
three collection bags for mixed counting ( 2 currencies simultaneous )
Thermo printer: 57 mm paper width

Technical Specification








Voltage:
Operating temperature :
Power Consumption:
Interface:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Battery Back -up:

230 /115 VAC 50/60Hz
+10°C - + 35°C
max. 150W
RS 232
W / D / H 840 x 300 x 450mm
45 kg
data protection against voltage loss
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